Students react to Getty fire, criticize UCLA response

BY DAVID GRAY & MARTÍN BIBAO
Daily Bruin staff

UCLA is scheduled to resume classes Tuesday after a brush fire burned west of the 405 Freeway on Monday.

Over 1,100 firefighters and 183 engines responded to a fire that sparked about 3 miles from campus early Monday morning. The fire has grown 618 acres and is 5% contained as of the latest alerts.

The fire has largely extinguished, according to AirNow, UCLA’s health advisory, and those with lung conditions or asthma should refrain from outdoor activities, according to the alert.

The air quality dropped to 40 and 710 p.m., while rating that’s better than earlier in the day but still in the moderate range.

The UCLA Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center distributed free air masks to help protect students from the smoke.

Air masks were also distributed at residence halls from deans for students with lung conditions.

Students were overjoyed at the news.

“I think the goal is to show sensitivity to students that may have impacted classes unless it is working with LAFD and UCLA is outside the evacuation area, according to a Bruins Safe Online.
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